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meet iris, the witch of the city of
cologne, who now rules over the

city and its people. with the
district of herfort liberated,

wilfried turns his attention to
cologne, managed by the witch of
ruin, iris. aid wilfried and his allies

in liberating cologne and all of
groessen on this strip battle

rpg/visual novel re;lord 1 ~the
witch of herfort and stuffed

animals~! with the district of
herfort liberated, wilfried turns his
attention to cologne, managed by
the witch of ruin, iris. aid wilfried
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and his allies in liberating cologne
and all of groessen on this strip
battle rpg/visual novel re;lord 1

~the witch of herfort and stuffed
animals~! wilfried and his allies

return within the second
installment of the re;lord trilogy!

with the district of herfort
liberated, wilfried turns his

attention to cologne, managed by
the witch of ruin, iris. aid wilfried

and his allies in liberating cologne
and all of groessen on this strip

battle rpg/visual novel! take
command of the demon, wilfried
and liberate groessen from the
control of the witches of ruin in

this strip battle rpg! retake
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territory, gather allies and use the
art of sorcery to battle and strip

the witches of their clothing in the
name of saarland! a fantasy world
where magic exists. this is a story
where demons lived among the

denizens of the world. and its the
demon realm that was about to
face an unprecented crisis when
three witches of ruin suddenly

appeared and invaded the demon
country of saarland. possessing
power beyond what the demon

kingdom could muster a defense
against, saarland had no choice
but to surrender the region of

groessen to these invaders. the
witches were not content to stop
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there as they also decided to
make an example out of the

demons by transforming them
into stuffed animals to further rob
them of their dignity. 5ec8ef588b
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